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Computer Optimization of a Stabilizing Network

for a Tunnel-Diode Amplifier

JOHN W. BANDLER, MEMEER, IEEE

Absfract—Computer-aided direct search is a usefnl and flexible

method of optimizing noncommemurate networks or networks for which

exact synthesis theories culminating in some particular response are not

available. It can accommodate network parameter constraints and un-

conventional performance specifications and is not accompanied by

problems of component realizability.

A simple form of direct search is applied in this paper to the design

of a microwave network whose performance is optimized within certain

specifications. The network is a stabilizing and biasing arrangement for a

tunnel-diode amplifier operating in a reduced height S-band reetangnlar

wavegnide, and takes the form of a coaxial-line band-stop filter. Param-

eter constraints are inherent to the problem so they are taken into ac-

count. The requirements of stabllky and low uoise broadband amplifica-

tion in conjunction with the external cirenitry impose nonsymmetrical

response restrictions on the input resistance and reactance of the network.

At the same time it is required to minimize the sqnare of the input reac-

tance at selected frequencies. NO available exact synthesis of band-sto ?

filters can solve this problem as presented here.

I. INTRODUCTION

s

WEPT frequency techniques are often applied to imp-

roving the performance of a broadband microwave

network designed by an approximate method. The

procedure involves monitoring the response pictorially,
possibly adjusting those parameters that are variable in an

arbitrary manner to obtain an initial or base setting, followed

by some systematic adjustment procedure to converge on

the most desirable response. It may, however, not be a prac-

tical proposition to fabricate an experimental prototype

with all the key parameters variable; alternatively the re-

sponse under consideration might not lend itself experi-

mentally to direct display. Possibly the components of the
network may not be commensurate, or the response specifi-

cations and the parameter constraints may be severe or

unconventional, or experimental data must be taken into

account. In such situations an exact synthesis is almost

certainly out of the question.
This paper describes the design of a microwave network,

the specifications for which are such that a simple direct

search solution 111-r81by digital computer, analogous to a

swept frequency technique, appears most attractive. The

network is a stabilizing and biasing arrangement for a

tunnel-diode amplifier operating in a rectangular waveguide,

and takes the form of a coaxial-line band-stop filter. The
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exact insertion loss synthesis of a band-stop filter Igl-llll re-

quires a performance specification expressed in terms of

attenuation versus frequency. Available theories are re-

stricted to commensurate transmission-line (or waveguide)

lengths and result in responses that are symmetrical about

the center frequency. No independent control can be exer-

cised over input resistance and reactance as a function of

frequency, and there is no guarantee that the synthesized

structure will have practically realizable element values. In

the present problem critical restrictions are imposed non-

symmetrically both on the input resistance and on the input

reactance at discrete, widely spaced frequencies. Insertion

loss is not the primary concern.

The example described here is particular but the method

of solution is very general and should be of wider interest.

Almost no background in programming is necessary to

follow the main arguments of this paper.

II. OPTIMIZATION BY DIRECT SEARCH

One may specify the synthesis of a microwave filter or

matching network in the form of minimizing a function of

several variables subject to certain parameter constraints

and performance specifications. This objective function to

be minimized will be

u = u(+, *) = 5 gk(h *J (1)
i= 1

where

[1

41

+= q2

4.

and

h

[1

4= $2 (3)

i.

where + represents the variable parameters of the network

and ~ represents the test points, e.g., particular frequencies.
g~ is some chosen kth function of + and + evaluated at #j,

and which involves any desired response or error criterion.

The parameter constraints might be given as

d;l 5 @j 5 ~j., j=l,2, . . ..?n (4)

where djl and 4JU are the lower and upper bounds, respec-

tively, of thejth parameter. Possibly the value of one param-

(2)
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eter may be influenced by one or more of the rest, i.e.,

Performance specifications could be stated in the form

{

j=l,3. ... ~

9k~t s 9d@, *J is ghk (6)
k=l,2,3, . . .

where g~il and g~iu are the lower and upper bounds, respec-

tively, of g~(+, #i). k may or may not be the same as in (l).

“Direct search” describes the sequential examination of

trial solutions in which each trial solution is compared with

the “best” obtained up to that time, with a strategy for

deciding what the next trial solution will be, based on the

experience gained from the previous results. It relies only

on the success or failure of a “move,” i.e., a change in

parameter values, and not on partial derivatives which are

involved in steepest descent—these depend in any case on

the scaling of the parameters. It was proposed formally by

Hooke and Jeeves[’1 who have successfully applied it to a

variety of problems including constrained maximization or

minimization of functions.

Many variations of direct search are possible, from the

examination of trial and error solutions to the more sophis-

ticated “pattern search” devised by Hooke and Jeeves. It

has been found remarkably efficient 111,[z][’l and has solved

problems unassailable by classical methods, particularly

pattern search, possibly due to its ability to follow along

sharp “valleys” in the response hypersurface. The search

employed would clearly depend on the complexity of the

problem with regard, for example, to the dimensionality and

the presence of pitfalls such as local optima or sharp valleys.

A successful move in the present context is one in which

the current value of u is less than any previous value, while

(4) through (6) are not violated. For transmission-line net-

works, the range of practical values given by (4) can be quite

small, e.g., reasonable characteristic impedances usually

extend from 15 to 150 ohms. [1OIThus, a relatively flexible

optimization process such as direct search is called for,

particularly because its simple repetitive nature makes it

well suited for use on digital computers,

HI. THE PRESENT PROBLEM

It is required to design a coaxial-line stabilizing and

biasing network for an S-band rectangular waveguide

tunnel-diode amplifier (TDA). The tunnel-diode (TD) is to

be mounted symmetrically in a reduced height waveguide

section, its terminals effectively connected to the broad faces

of the waveguide. A block diagram of the TDA is shown in

Fig. 1. The stabilizing network is to render the TD as far

as possible inactive from the point of view of the external

circuitry above the amplification band. Within this band,

2.6 to 3.3 GHz, it should present ideally zero impedance to

the TD, and below 2.6 GHz it must assist in stabilization.

Henoch and Kvaerna1121 and Bandler1181 have described the

investigation of TD stability through real frequency im-

mittance plots from O tofR, the resistive cutoff frequency.

—.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of proposed rectangular
waveguide tunnel-diode amplifier.
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Fig, 2. Tunnel-diode equivalent circuit.

GHz

Fig. 3. ZTD(j-J) for three values of R when C= 2 pF, r= 1 ohm,
L =0.12 nH and C, =0.3 pF. Curves (a) R =45 OhrnS,fE= 11.7 GHz,
~X = 10.1 GHz; curves (b) R =60 ohms, fE = 10.2 GHz, fx
=10.2 GHz; curves (c) R =90 ohms, fR = 8.3 GHz, fx = 10.2 GHz.

f~ and f~ are the resistive cutoff and self-resonant frequencies, re-
spectively. G is not included in calculating fx. But the inequality
given by (1) of Bandler[”l concerning the potential stability of TD’s
is satisfied by this TD, thus simplifying the stability analysis. Note
that the equivalent circuit parameters are assumed to be frequency
independent.

General Considerations

The parameters of the TD for small signals (Fig. 2) are:

R~in = 45 G?, C=2pF, r=l Q,

L = 0.12 nH, G“l = 0.3 PF,

where R~i. is the minimum value of R, the negative resis-

tance. A plot of ZTD(jW), the TD impedance, for three values

of R is shown in Fig. 3. Because I RTD(OJ)] decreases with
frequency, R,(Q), the positive stabilizing resistance, should

be less at the high-frequency end than at the low-frequency

end of the amplification band so as not to deteriorate the

gain and noise figure. For stability, less Ri(co) is required

anyway to cancel RTD(u). I X,(u) I must also be restricted,

particularly at the high-frequency (inductive) end before
R i(w) cuts the TD off,
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Fig. 4. The circulator VSWR.

Fig. 5. Prototype of the stabilizing network
for the TDA of Fig. 1.

Fig. 6. Kuroda identity for the OC shunt line to SC series line trans-
formation. 2.,’ =1/( Yo1+ Y02), Z02’ = YOIZOI’/ Y02.

The circulator response (Fig. 4) must also be taken into

account. High circulator VSWR, e.g., at 3.7 GHz, could

under certain phase conditions cause instability, [121,1131but

not if R ,(u)+RTD(w)> O. AlSO important is f,, the waveguide

cutoff frequency, here 2.078 GHz. An infinitely long ideal

waveguide has a predictable response around~. but a prac-

tical waveguide test bench can produce unpredictable

spurious reflections in that region.

A suitable prototype stabilizing network is shown in Fig.

5. If it had commensurate length sections, R,(u) and X,(W)

would be symmetrical and antisymmetrical, respectively,

about f., the center frequency. 191+11 This is not desirable,

indeed some control over both Ri(u) and Xi(u) is necessary

in accordance with the design and performance specifica-

tions already outlined. Thus, the line lengths 11, 12, and 13

(consequently .&, f.,, and f.,) as well as the characteristic
admittances (normalized to the bias conductance) YOI, YOZ,

and yoa are taken as variable. Since it is not physically

feasible here to have an open circuit (OC) shunt line very

close to the TD it must be transformed into a short circuit

(SC) series line distance 11from the TD by Kuroda’s iden-

tity[l”l shown in Fig. 6 so that

12 2 11. (7)

1 Young has discussed the interrelation of input resistance and input
reactance of minimum reactance networks. [ii] The reactance of such
networks is determined by the resistance,
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Fig. 7. A flow diagram for subroutine STAG2 (see the Appendix)
written to calculate z;( =Z1/Rt,) for Fig. 5 at any specified frequency f.

Fig. 7 is a flow diagram for a subroutine called STAG for

calculating Z@).2 It defines the variables used in the com-

putation and summarizes the transmission-line transforma-

tions involved. (If further cascaded sections are required, it

is convenient to use the iterative transformation shown in

the Appendix.)

Specific Requirements

The specific requirements of the problem are given in

Tables I and II in terms of (1) to (6), Fig. 8 illustrates the

performance specifications SI to S9 and the test frequencies

~, to~,. The rest of this section is devoted to explaining these

tables and Fig. 8,

A suitable objective is to minimize the square of the input

reactance at the edges and just above the amplification

band, viz.,

u = 5 W,{x?(co)] I f=fj Wj =
{

oj=l,5
(8)

1=1 lj =2,3,4,6

Column 2 of Table I illustrates this. Referring to Fig. 8 we

observe that fzsfolSfj automatically ensures that Z,@)= O

somewhere in the band; while minimizing X,2 at the band

edges is to reduce TDA bandwidth degradation and mini-

2The part between “start” and “continue” determines when
fr/2&r is sufficiently close to (2J– l)T/2, where J is an integer, so that
the Ith line can be taken as an odd number of quarter wavelengths long
at f. This avoids computation of excessive values of tan t?.
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TABLE I

THESPECIFICREQUIREMENTSOFTHEPRESENTCONSTRAINEDOPTIMIZATIONPROBLEM

1
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X,2
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TABLE H

VALUFSASSIGNEDTO THETESTFREQUENCIES
AND PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

j

1
2

3
4

5

6

Specifications

Values (Q)

S,=16
S,=1.6 S,=8

Requirements

fi=&=2.078
~=2.6

J=3.3

$=3.7

&=4.2
f,=3.5

S,+ RI.~>0

Sz to S, as small as possible;
actual values found from
trial run to avoid unrealiz-
able specifications

S6+RTD>0 S7+XTD<0

s,+~TD>O

S,+ XTD<O

“~f
fl fz f.1 f3 f4 f5

S,= .32 S,=3.2
S,=6.8 S7=8.8
S,=7.05

S,=6.8 Fig. 8. Specifications to shape the input resistance
and reactance response of the stabilizing network.

mizing X? above the band will improve conditional stabil- the bias resistance Rb being 40 ohms. The Kuroda trans-

formation determines column 7. The resonant frequencies

are also constrained, in particular ~ol, since Z~(@) is to be

zero betweenfz andf3. Lower limits forf02 andf08 are deter-

mined by the maximum tolerable overall length of the net-

work; the upper limits are unimportant except for~~z, since

f.,~f., and hence, ultimately, f~,Sf3.
Values assigned tofl to~~ and SI to Sg that fulfill the aims

set out in this section5 are shown in Table II. That a poten-

tially stable broad-band waveguide TDA can result from a

combination of the responses of Figs. 3 and 8 and proper

inductive tuning (see Fig. 1) can be checked by application

of the theory of a previous paper by Bandler. 1131(Fig. 10 of

that paper illustrates to what the present situation should

correspond.)

5The values of S1to SScould be related to TDA noise figure and
bandwidth deterioration if required, but this was not explicitly done
here.

ity: (8) is a compromise to maintain the latter at some ex-

pense to the former.

Columns 3 and 4 list the variables and test frequencies,

respectively.3 The admittance constraints of columns 5 to 7

restrict (see Fig. 6 for definitions) ZOI’, ZOa’, ZOZ, and ZO~ in

ohms to~

8 s 20,’ s 80

4 s z,,’ 540

12 s 202 s 120

12 s 203 s 120,

8It is coincidental that the number of parameters equals the num-
ber of test frequencies.

4The SC line was to be dielectric filled in order to shorten its phys-
ical length, hencea lower characteristic impedance ZO!’ was considered
tolerable. Note also that Kuroda’s identity dictates that Z02=201’ +ZO~’.
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II

Start of Optimization

n

1=1

J=O

K=o

L=O

A=l,

YOO) =YO(I) + A X AYo(I)

J

bad

II

IJ =1,3

J
~YOOJ)= BYO(IJ) xAYO(IJ) ]

AFo(IJ)= BFOOJ) xAFO(IJ) [

1.

yes

Fig. 9. A flow diagram of the optimization loops of the stabilizing
network program. YO and FO correspond to yo and fo, respectively.
Z~ is calculated by STAG. Calculation of V and “test” is done by
TEST. FREQ ins&ucts the calculation of the frequency response of
Zi by STAG, and the printing out of the results in tabular form,
and graphically through XYPLOT. Refer to the Appendix for
nomenclature and further details.

IV. COMPUTER SOLUTION AND EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION

The Appendix provides a brief description of the five

constituent parts of the computer program written to carry

out the direct search to solve the problem formulated in

Section III. Also given is an algorithm which describes the

trial and error portion, for which all the parameters of the

network are arbitrarily changed within the constraints listed

in Table I. When the loops are exhausted the best solution

obtained, i.e., the one having the minimum U, within the

specifications of Table II is used as the initial solution to the

optimization process of Fig. 9. This figure is explained and

the nomenclature used is clarified in the Appendix.

No pitfalls were encountered in the running of the pro-

gram; therefore, a more sophisticated direct search tech-

nique

yol =

yoz =

?/08 =

was not required. The computed results are

1.417001 .fO1 = 3.100200 GHz 11 = 2.417526 cm

2.111000 fOz = 2.699709 GHz h = 2.776155 cm

2.099800 j.~ = 2.899991 GHz 13 = 2.584426 cm.

Fig. 10 is a plot of ZJjU) using these values. In the final

stages of the optimization when the parameter increments

were reduced the sixth decimal place was allowed to vary.

None of the limits imposed on the number of iterations

around the optimization loops (Fig. 9 and Appendix) was,

Fig. 10. Input impedance Z@) to the stabilizing network for the
design parameter values obtained by computer.

however, reached. Note that 1,>11. It is further readily veri-

fied that all specifications and constraints have been met.
It is no coincidence that ye,,&& and ~~s differ only

slightly from 2.1, 3.1, 2.7, and 2.9, respectively. Two prin-

cipal reasons for this are proposed. First, the OC shunt line

at the input (Fig. 5) is the predominating element in the

vicinity of resonance, since

(9)

Secondly, once trial and error values assigned to the param-

eters satisfy the specifications, yol the first parameter in-

cremented (as seen from Fig. 9) tries as far as possible to

make up for the others before they too are incremented.

These arguments suggest the possibility of obtaining a

performance fulfilling the specifications with, for example,

13= O. This can be effected by setting -yOa= 1 and not permit-

ting yas or ~~, to be incremented. The program itself is

unaffected by this change. In the present case, however, YOZ

differs from yo, by about 0.5 percent so that yoz, for practical

purposes, can be taken as equal to YO?.
A printout of Zt(jti)+ZT@) instructed by a subroutine

called CHART 1 described in a previous paper1151is shown

in Fig. 11. Z~(ja) is taken from Fig. 10; ZTD(jU) is taken

from Fig. 3 for R= Rrni. = 45 ohms. A number of observa-

tions should be made. The impedance has a capacitive

component while its net resistance is negative; the net

resistance is positive around~.. (Compare this with Fig. 7(b)

of Bandler. 1181)At the upper end of the amplification band

the plot leaves the negative resistance chart perpendicularly

to the unit circle, but the implications of this phenomenon

are not at present understood.

A photograph of the assembled stabilizing network con-

structed with coaxial-linesG is reproduced in Fig. 12. The

realization has

e The actual TDA failed at first to operate in a stable manner. The
fault was traced to a substantial series inductance associated with the
TD and its waveguide environment[lel in accordance with Getsinger,[l?l
and which was overlooked. A stability analysis of the whole system was
made, and a slightly modified stabilizing network was fabricated which
led to stable operation.
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Fig. 11. Plot of Z@IS)+ZTD(jO) normalized to 10 ohms. The frequencies are: O to 175 MHz in steps of 25 MHz; 200 MHz to 4.6 MHz in stePs
of 100 MHz. Quantization inevitably caused some overwritten points, hence they are missing. The * indicates negative resistance and the +
indicates postive resistance regions.

Fig. 12. The assembled stabilizing network shown
connected to the waveguide amplifier.

‘B!w

‘B:l(ii) ---- Wtua[lwlth !e.adl

Fig. 13. The experimental response of the stabilizing network. Curve
(i) is derived from theory, curve (ii) is the experimental curve with
the miniature coaxial cable removed, and curve (iii) the correspond-
ing one with this cable attached (see text).
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ZOJ = 11.338 ohms ZOz’ = 7.611 ohms

ZOZ = 18.948 ohms 203 = 19.049 ohms.

The SC series line (202’) is physically shortened by filling it

with a dielectric with e,= 5. The terminating resistor is a

disc-shaped resistive-film card of about 800 ohms per square.

The center conductor of a miniature 50-ohm coaxial line

connects the center rod of the stabilizing network to the dc

biasing network,

A special coaxial transition[”l was made to connect the

stabilizing network to a 50-ohm coaxial-line reflectometer

test bench through an N-type connector. The return loss of

the stabilizing network was measured in the usual way and

is depicted in Fig. 13. The ripples in curve (iii) are 160 MHz

apart and are due to the miniature coaxial line which was

effectively h/2 long at this frequency. When comparing the

curves it should be remembered that discontinuity effects

are not theoretically accounted for. Using a coaxial slotted

line, the standing-wave minimum at 3.1 GHz was found, as

required, to lie at the input which was also the reference

plane. This information permits the measured return loss to

be reconciled with the theoretical return loss derived from

Zi(jw).

V. CONCLUSIONS

A rather straightforward direct search technique has been

successfully applied to the constrained optimization of a

coaxial-line microwave network. It resembles the experi-

mental swept-frequency technique, but any desired param-

eter can be varied and any desired response can be observed

and optimized. Unlike true network synthesis in which a

mathematical expression describing the desired response is

used to generate the configuration and its parameter values,

this technique is not accompanied by problems of the physi-

cal realizability of the components, and is not limited by the

presence of noncommensurate components. The rate of

convergence towards a final solution and the avoidance of

local optima (not studied here by the author) may, on the

other hand, be significant. Both of these problems are, of

course, inherent in experimental optimization. It is true to

say, however, that program efficiency is no longer of prime

concern to modern high-speed computers. Furthermore, a

local optimum that meets all the parameter constraints and

performance specifications is better than a global optimum

that does not.
lt is anticipated that the next few years will see the publi-

cation of many papers devoted to microwave network design

by direct search methods of varying sophistication. Emery

and O’Hagan’s paper on matching networks for microwave

transistor amplifiers171 seems to be one of the first in this

field. According to a recent book,[lsl their “spider search”

program has been successfully applied to other problems

also.

It is hoped that the present paper will stimulate further

interest in microwave engineers to solve some of their design

Problems bv computer-aided direct search.

APPENDIX

Summary of Optimization Program

The five constituent parts of the complete program are as

follows.

1) OPT, the main program. This reads all the data, and

instructs the execution of the trial and error loops and

optimization process.

2) STAG, a subroutine which calculates the input im-

pedance of the stabilizing network (Fig. 5) at any specified

frequency. For the flow diagram see Fig. 7.

3) TEST, a subroutine which compares the input resis-

tance or input reactance of the network at frequencies fl to

f’ with the test values SI to S9. See Table I. Control is

returned to OPT if any specification is violated. V (Fig. 9)

is calculated by TEST.

4) FREQ, a subroutine which instructs a printout of the

frequency response along with the current values of y~l to

yo~ and f~l tof~s, and feeck the response into XYPLOT.
5) XYPLOT, a library subroutine, which produces a plot

of the resistance and reactance as a function of frequency.

The program was written in FORTRAN IV and used on

the IBM 7090.

Descr@tion of OPT

The essentials of this program are presented partly by an

algorithm and partly by the flow diagram of Fig. 9. The

algorithm follows.

1) Read 21 integers and 7 associated scale factors to

determine the trial and error loops for y~ and fo parameters

and the frequencies for the desired frequency response. Read

f, to f,. Read integers JL, LL, KK, and KL to limit the

number of iterations around the optimization loops (Fig. 9).

Read 3 values each for subscripted variables AYO, BYO,

AFO, and BFO for adjusting the parameter increments.

Read bias resistance Rb for normalization. Read SI to Sg

in ohms.

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Normalize SI to Sg with respect to Rb.

Calculate U= S32+S62+ ST2+ S’gz.

Store this U in W.

Set values for yol, yij2, y03,~~l, f~~, andf~a.

Call TEST. TEST calls STAG.

If any specification violated go to 11).

If V> U go to 11).

Set U= V.

10) Overwrite any previously stored values of yol, yoz, YOS,

f~l,f~z, and f.s with the present ones.
11) Continue with next iteration from 5) until loops are

exhausted.

12) If U< W go to 15).

13) Print out “The specifications cannot be met.”

14) stop.

15) Set yO,, yO,, ye,, fol, fo2, and foa equal to the respective

stored values.

16) Call FREQ. FREQ calls STAG and XYPLOT.

17) Start of optimization from top of Fig. 9.
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Appropriate comments for Fig. 9 might be: C.: THE LIMIT

OF THE CYCLE HAS BEEN REACHED; cb : THE TOTAL LIMIT OF

THE CYCLE HAS BEEN REACHED; c,: THE OPTIMUM SOLUTION

FOLLOWS; cd: THE TRIAL AND ERROR VALUES ARE BEST,

RECOMMENDFINER INCREMENTS.

1 (maximum value 6) determines which YO or fo is incre-

mented, e.g., 1=2 refers to yoz; 1=6 refers to f,,s. J is the

consecutive number of times a successful change in one

parameter value is made. If the limit JL is reached comment

C. is printed out. K is the number of times 1 has changed,

limited to KL. When K= KK (for instance 12) the AYO and

AFO values are multiplied by the fractions BYO and BFO

to reduce the increments. L is the total number of successful

changes in the parameters. When L reaches the limit LL

comment cb is printed out. When K reaches KL and L# O

comment C. is printed out; if L = O comment cd is printed

out instead. The current values of 1, J, K, and L are all

printed out following any of the comments. Subroutine

FREQ is called except after Cd (because no change has taken

place in parameter values). The choice of increments and

limits for the loops depends on the past experience of the

operator with regard to the behavior of the program and on

the refinements required, e.g., the number of decimal places

for the yo andfo parameters.

Cascaded Transmission Lines

An iterative form of the well-known transformation for

cascaded transmission-line sections is

Hi(n+I) + PnHo.
H~. = Hoja

Hon + PnHi(n+l) ‘

where n signifies the nth line in the cascade, i signifies input,

and P= j tan @l.The termination of the cascade is represented

as the input immittance to an additional transmission line

(which it often is). The special cases of lines terminated by a

SC and an OC are obtained for li~~n+l) = O, giving

Hi% = P.Ho.

where H=Z applies to the SC and H= Y applies to the OC.
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